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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the Lighthouse Baptist Church in 1 
Santa Maria, CA—and your brain masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 2 
Trouble in the Vatican — again! This one is massive. 301 priests indicted, a Cardinal in 3 
CA exposed. The light is shining so bright it'll leave the Trolls blinking blind! 4 
Here is a father that caught a man following his daughter into the restroom, and trying to 5 
get into her stall — beat the guy to death!  6 
The New Mexico school shooting camp case is getting weirder. 7 
Okay, my friends; it's time for your brain massage! 8 
[TRUTH] 9 
Read Ezekiel 8:7-18. The prophet was instructed to dig into the wall of the Temple. God 10 
wanted to show him what the religious leaders were doing in secret — in what He called 11 
the "chambers of their imagery." Their secret places where they kept their idols, their 12 
enchantments, their sorcery. They form secret societies within the broader religious 13 
systems, and use the cover of that religious system to hide their evil and to prey upon the 14 
innocent. 15 
These secret societies always have an obsession with sexual deviancy and a perverse 16 
passion for corrupting innocence — Jezebel was allowed to teach Christ's disciples in the 17 
church in Thyatira to commit fornication and to eat foods sacrificed to idols (Rev. 2). 18 
How wicked is it when church leadership acquiesces to this sort of thing? They become 19 
accomplices to the evil. Like the religious hypocrites in Jesus' day who justified crucifying 20 
Christ as an expediency to protect themselves from losing "their place" — (John 11:48), 21 
many of the religious leaders in the Roman Catholic religious system provide cover for 22 
these pedophile priests — and even promote them — and use the fear of the "church" to 23 
intimidate "parish-hostages" into silence, allowing this monster to grow until it becomes a 24 
towering Moloch devouring children in the flames of their perverted lusts. Who are these 25 
people that like the idol worshipping pagans of the past throw their children into the 26 
arms of these priests of Moloch, and who cover up their evil? Co-conspirators of Satan —  27 
God has heard our cry — our plea — to shine His light into the "chambers of their 28 
imagery" the secret chambers where they practice their evil upon children, robbing their 29 
innocence, leaving them souless ghouls they can control. 30 
What some of these religious people do in the chambers of their imagery is disturbing — 31 
loathing should be felt by every decent soul against such evil — and we must expose it! 32 
It cannot be swept under the rug, so to speak; it must be brought out into the light and 33 
exposed.  34 
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So, here we go, there is trouble in the Vatican — again! This one is massive. The light is 35 
shining so bright it's got the Trolls blinking! 36 
But it should be pointed out that this is not only something that goes on in the Roman 37 
Catholic Church — these "creepers" show up in droves there, to be sure, the system 38 
invites it, the darkness there allows these trolls to hide more easily than in other more 39 
open systems — but this sort of thing is going on and it must be stopped. 40 
Remember, the Sandusky scandal at Penn State? You probably did not hear the half of it. 41 
This guy was using children in the showers in front of other students. He shared boys he 42 
molested with other high-profile pedophiles linked to Penn State as part of a sex ring.  43 
Recently, KTLA, and other news outlets, reported a human trafficking sting operation 44 
that resulted in 474 arrests, and the rescue of 28 victims, women, teens, and even 45 
children, used by these perverts, some of which were kept in cages. Here is another report 46 
of five arrested in California on human trafficking stings — these people should be put 47 
down like rabid dogs: the people buying it and the people providing it. 48 
There comes a time when it is necessary to dig through the walls behind which these 49 
perverts hide, to shine the light of truth into the "chambers of imagery" — to dig through 50 
the wall put up by those that hide this from public view and expose it — the wall of those 51 
who get angry at those who expose it — they get more angry at the people who expose 52 
this evil than they are angry at those who perpetrate this evil — dig down those walls and 53 
shine truth into these "chambers of imagery" — and show the people what they are 54 
supporting! 55 
These secret human trafficking rings are like cults — and it is weird how often, according 56 
to police reports, they often find Satanic ritual connected with this, devil worshipping 57 
connections to the upper echelons of leadership in these organizations — all of them want 58 
to identify with Crowley — who recruited Kinsey to use fake-science to destroy Christian 59 
mores that protect women and children from the Beasts — Crowley and company.  60 
Listen, the farther we move from God to closer we come to Satan.  61 
The crowd that shakes its fist into the face of God and rages: "let us break their bands 62 
asunder and cast away their cords from us" are sending this ship of state adrift from the 63 
mores of morality into the deep and dark sea of man's depravity — unrestrained, 64 
unchecked. And the hunger of devils is to devour innocence — through seduction 65 
corrupt it, through abuse destroy it. They rage against righteousness — and revel in evil. 66 
They think it is liberty, but it is not. Common sense tells you that liberty can only be 67 
enjoyed within the confines of LAW. In the present case, if you violate law you lose 68 
liberty. It's true spiritually too. Violate law, and lose liberty. True liberty is not freedom 69 
from the rule of law; laws protect liberty. In anarchy, there is NO LAW, and immediately 70 
following that, there is NO LIBERTY. 71 
Breaking down God's LAWS governing sexual relations and marriage is exposing us more 72 
and more to sexual anarchy which leads to sexual tyranny. Don't you see it? It's exposing 73 
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our children to lawless lusts of devils, devotees of Aleister Crowley, who obsess on sex and 74 
have a perverse appetite to devour the innocent.  75 
Why are we not protecting our children from this? Have we become a culture that feeds 76 
our children to the fires of Moloch? 77 
301 priests arrested for pedophilia, in Philadelphia alone. More than 1,000 victims 78 
identified. Jurors suspect the count is much higher. The pattern was abuse, deny, and 79 
cover up. 80 
So, while the priests in the Roman Catholic Church in Philadelphia are busy corrupting 81 
children with molestation, Muslims in a camp in New Mexico, and in 22 other camps, are 82 
training children to be school shooters — terrorist training camps operating in the US by 83 
radical Islamists who kidnap children and imprison them, break them down through 84 
abuse, including starvation, and then force-train them to be terrorists — with the goal of 85 
setting them loose in an American school. Then, we have an American judge who sets 86 
bail for the perpetrators at 20K and then let's them walk on a signature bond — meaning 87 
the bond was meaningless since they did not have to come up with any funding at all, and 88 
the rationale for the judge was that the prosecution did not show sufficient evidence that 89 
there was any actual plan to commit an act of terrorism, nor did the prosecution satisfy 90 
the court that these people constituted a flight risk.  91 
And my point here is that while it is clear this judge is infected with a critical case of that 92 
disease called "modern liberalism" that infects the brain with a virus that eats away 93 
common sense — what is it about the fact that these people were holding children in 94 
squalid conditions, obviously imprisoning these children, who it has been confirmed in at 95 
least once case, had been kidnapped, and this woman is demanding the prosecution prove 96 
they intended to use the children in a terrorist attack — do you see what I'm saying. It's so 97 
deeply troubling, frankly, I'm having difficulty keeping my emotions under control here 98 
— this idiot judge does not think the obvious aspects of this case (they were holding these 99 
children that were not their own children in squalid conditions clearly demonstrating 100 
carless neglect at the very least with strong support for the allegation they were training 101 
these kids to commit acts of terror, including, but not limited to, evidence they were 102 
being trained in the use of firearms — this did not warrant these suspects should be held 103 
without bail? This woman is demented! 104 
However, to clarify, one of the suspects, Siraj Ibn Wahhaj, among those the children said 105 
was training them to carry out school shootings, is being held on a detainer from Georgia 106 
for kidnapping. The others were released. 107 
Now, wait for it — because it gets, well, it gest worse. It gets really, really weird. 108 
The prosecution did not bring forward in court the evidence that shows what these 109 
people were up to. According to Judge Backus, the prosecution did not present the 110 
evidence. What evidence did the prosecution fail to bring forward? 111 
Child witnesses, the eleven kids kept in this camp, testified that they were instructed to 112 
give targeted individuals a chance to convert, that they were to be detained until they 113 
were converted, but this failing, they were to be killed. The children told FBI agents that 114 
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they were instructed in the use of tactical weapons to carry out their assignments. That 115 
they were taught to attack corrupt institutions, including schools. One of the children 116 
died, remember, I mentioned it last week, a son of a New York Imam. 117 
The woman leading this weird cult explained to the children trainees that the child would 118 
return as Jesus and given them direction on which corrupt institution to target. 119 
Of course, ammo was found corroborating their story, books on training for tactical 120 
assaults and so on were found on the property, the conditions of the compound and the 121 
fact that these children were being held hostage in deplorable conditions all corroborates 122 
their story — 123 
But, according to this report, the prosecution did not present this evidence in the bail 124 
hearing. That's right! Judge Backus explained that the prosecution did not present any 125 
evidence of child abuse at the hearing. 126 
But wait, it gets weirder. The Feds went on to the compound and trashed it. Perhaps they 127 
gathered what evidence they needed and took the RV and left the place a mess — but 128 
according to some who have looked at this, it appears all they did was trash the scene and 129 
taint any evidence. We'll see! 130 
But this is very, very strange. "Despite this overwhelming evidence that the FBI claimed to 131 
hold, Judge Backus explained that the prosecutors failed to mention any of this in court."1  132 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor at the Lighthouse, 133 
your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern lighter, lighting the lamps in the church 134 
belfry arch, signaling the enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 135 
liberty. 136 
Brennan dehorned — or disbudded — was Trump right to revoke Brennan's security 137 
clearance? What about Hillary, and other traitors, like Obama. 138 
Greatgate — is the gate thing overused? Anyway, New York Governor Andrew Cuomo 139 
recently said, "We're not going to make America great again. It was never that great!" This 140 
takes us to a discussion about the state of Liberalism today. 141 
AB 2943 has passed the CA Senate — who voted for it, and against it, and what does this 142 
mean? 143 
And I keep not getting to weigh in on the Social Media — gate — hehe. Should Facebook 144 
shut down Antifa? What about what is going down on Alex Jones? Here is one thought — 145 
we must not allow FB to become the social media equivalent of a utilities server — like 146 
PG&E or, remember, MA BELL? The monopoly of liberals holding control of major 147 
avenues of news to the public is dangerous. We need alternatives — I might have found 148 
one. The question of censorship is an important issue today! 149 
Oh, and Mueller's meddling in the upcoming election needs to be exposed —  150 

                                     
1 FreedomOutpost.com freedomoutpost.com/after-releasing-suspected-school-shooters-child-killers-feds-trash-compound-
destroying-evidence/ 
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So, finish up your brain massage for today. Let's roll — [TRUTH] 151 
Brennan dehorned — or disbudded — was Trump right to revoke Brennan's security 152 
clearance? Rand Paul thinks so. In fact, Rand Paul asked the President to do it. Why? 153 
John Brennan was leaking to the press, and he was using his security clearance "to 154 
leverage speaking fees or network talking head fees."2 155 
Paul says Brennan should have had his clearance revoked for cause. He said, Brennan 156 
"leaked information that came out in the media that we had a double agent in Yemen." 157 
Remember Valerie Plame — remember the Plame game? She was not in the field, she 158 
worked in the office, remember this? Supposedly, her "cover" was blown, by a leak, and 159 
this became wall to wall news coverage for a month used to beat up the Bush 160 
administration.  161 
Now, Brennan, former CIA director, outs an operative in the field — and it's — — — as 162 
mute as a fat Buddha idol. 163 
That's right! The left are as hypocritical as a pedophile priest. 164 
What about Hillary, and other traitors, like Obama? Apparently, Trump has some more 165 
on the list of those whose security clearance he is thinking about revoking — let's see, 166 
Phoney Baloney Comey, Bruce Ohr, and former DIA director James Clapper — nope, 167 
Hillary's name is not on the list, yet! 168 
So, what does Brennan do? He comes out swinging: "Former CIA Director John O. 169 
Brennan said Thursday there is no question that President Trump colluded with Russia." 170 
Really? So, where is the proof? How about there is no question you were involved in this 171 
cover up for the FBI and the phony dossier, you corrupt liar? 172 
Okay, what else — oh. Well, looky here! 173 
Greatgate — is the gate thing being overused? Anyway, New York Governor Andrew 174 
Cuomo recently said, "We're not going to make America great again. It was never that 175 
great!" This takes us to a discussion about the state of Liberalism today. 176 
Dan Bongino recently tweeted: "Liberals aren't hiding anymore. They're finally 177 
acknowledging their warm embrace of: 1). Political violence; 2). Weaponized 178 
government; 3). political spying; 4). mob tactics; and 5). speech suppression. The truth is 179 
finally coming out."3 180 
Let's add one! Despite for America. We've known it for a long time. Even before Michelle 181 
Obama revealed she had never before been proud of America until her husband was 182 
elected President. 183 
We've known it for a long time. Even before we learned that Obama's White House 184 
Communications Director's favorite philosopher was Mao Tse-Tung murderer of 70 185 
million Chinese. 186 

                                     
2 https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2018/08/17/rand-paul-backs-trump-on-pull-brannans-security-clearance-n2510746/print 
3 See 688.31.1 
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It's not a total surprise, but it is becoming more vocal, more, well, more vicious and nasty. 187 
New York Governor comes right out and says it — "We're not going to make America 188 
great again. It's never been that great."  189 
And his younger brother, over at CNN, Chris Cuomo, recently said CNN would not 190 
condemn political violence against anyone it defines as "bigots."4 Can you believe this? Of 191 
course you can. You've known this all along about these vicious, mean, ugly people—and 192 
I mean ugly in character and spirit. Distorted souls! 193 
Listen to this! "All punches are not equal morally …" he said, "Drawing a moral 194 
equivalency between those espousing hate and those fighting it, because they both resort 195 
to violence emboldens hate, legitimized hateful belief and elevates what should be 196 
stamped out." [IBID] 197 
Are you hearing this? These Cuomo's, woah! America has never been that great; and his 198 
brother, let's "stamp out" those we disagree with. And, claiming that violence against 199 
people Cuomo believe ought to be stamped out is justified, in fact, to say otherwise is to 200 
legitimize the side Cuomo wants "stamped out." 201 
I'm telling you, these people are calling for civil war. You had better do what Jesus told 202 
you to do and arm yourself, and be prepared, because, just look at what's going on around 203 
you. They are calling for violence against those they disagree with. 204 
You have never heard any conservative do that. I mean, these are not the fringe weirdoes 205 
that stalk any group — I'm talking about a Mayor of New York City and his brother, a 206 
reporter on CNN. 207 
We've come a long way from Martin Luther's civil rights campaign. They, and by "they" I 208 
mean the left, they don't look to King, they look to Mao — they are dangerously allowing 209 
their movement to be swept up into becoming Mao like purging campaign — listen, what 210 
ever you do, don't give these crazy people political power.  211 
Don't do it. Please listen to what they are telling you about what they intend to do. 212 
CNN reporter Chris Cuomo is saying — after telling us "all punches are not equal 213 
morally" he says, "Two wrongs and what is right? The bigots are wrong to hit. Antifa or 214 
whomever — anarchists or malcontents or the misguided — they are also wrong to hit. 215 
But FIGHTING FATE IS RIGHT. And in a clash between hate and those who oppose it, 216 
those who oppose it are on the side of right." You put that together with the statement 217 
that as far as Cuomo is concerned, and let's be clear here, let's put the frame around this 218 
statement — it's all part of the general call coming from the left to attack Trump 219 
supporters. They have decided Trump is a racist, even though he has done more for 220 
blacks and Hispanics, and the rest of us too, by the way, than any of those political leeches 221 
that have never produced anything, not a single job, who have lived off the taxpayer their 222 
entire careers and have not clue about how any economy actually works — academic 223 
politicians trained in a socialist ideology — worthless!  Totally worthless — they've done 224 
                                     
4 https://www.breitbart.com/big-journalism/2018/08/14/cnn-chris-
cuo…dium=email&utm_term=daily&utm_content=links&utm_campaign=20180814 
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nothing for the people who have voted for them repeatedly, now Trump comes along and 225 
does more for us all than any of those deadbeats — and they are freaking out. 226 
I mean, literally. So now they are talking about ideas they disagree with that should be 227 
"stamped out" — and the problem is, the ideas they disagree with are those that are 228 
Making America Great Again. 229 
This is so far from classical liberalism. Classical liberalism would argue for everyone's 230 
right to be heard, every one's right to free speech, and so on. These people are the reverse 231 
of classical liberalism. They are the opposite of what their movement was all about! How 232 
did this happen? 233 
The hatred for Trump is irrational. They call him a racist but never cite any evidence 234 
supporting the claim. His actions belie the charge, and happily, many Americans are 235 
seeing it, they are experiencing it — they see the economy improving and they also see the 236 
left imploding and becoming crazy radical — I mean, not just radical, but crazy radical. 237 
Pray, and work to help your neighbors see what's going on. Who are the ones provoking 238 
hatred? Who are the one's endorsing violence? Who are the ones behaving like crazy 239 
people — this recent story of a demoncrat ramming a car because it had a Trump 240 
bumper-sticker. You've got to be kidding me? And that's not the only story like this. You 241 
remember the video clip of a Trump supporter being physically assaulted in a restaurant a 242 
short while back, and here is the story of a Houston-area Mexican restaurant that was 243 
forced to shut down it's social media accounts because it posted a picture of the owner 244 
welcoming a visitor from the Trump Administration who dined in his store — the left nut 245 
cases when ballistic and shut him down. This is getting absurd! Maxine here in CA calling 246 
for people to get aggressive and in the face of Trump supporters and "let them know they 247 
are not welcome" —  248 
Look, I deeply resented Obama's politics, and I cringed at every Obama sticker I saw, but 249 
never, not even in my dreams, did I ever even think of assaulting someone or aggressively 250 
attacking them in public or something like that. You people on the left need to take a 251 
breath! I can't imagine anyone with sense wanting to be identified with that party today. 252 
So, I need to conclude. 253 
The scorecard on Liberal's effort to get rid of Trump does not look so good. 254 
Yates — Fired; Comey — Fired; McCabe — Fired; Strzok — Fired, Rybicki — Resigned; 255 
Baker — Resigned; Page — Resigned; Ohr — Demoted. Trump, still Smiling! Thank you 256 
Bongino! 257 
But before I conclude, I must ask all my CA audience to call the governor's office and ask 258 
him to veto AD 2943. I understand it has passed the CA Senate. It's a crime against free 259 
speech, against freedom. It's another example of the insanity of the left — let's join with 260 
Travis Allen and John Cox and take California away from these crazy lefties.  261 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me know if you see them. 262 
It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE ON and you will ride like Revere and spread 263 
the warning, (essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say LIGHTS 264 
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OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and disagree strongly with me. So, what 265 
will it be today, lights on, or lights off? 266 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s brainmassage.net. Find the 267 
CONTACT button and send me an email. 268 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 269 


